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WELCOME
BY AIR, BY LAND AND BY SEA.

LA DOLCE VITA FOR HELICOPTERS, CARS AND SUPERYACHTS
In a setting surrounded by art, history and tradition, the marina in Porto Lotti offers all the magic of “la
dolce vita”. SF Marina has delivered a pontoon that welcomes you no matter how you arrive, the 13 meter
wide pontoon includes a helicopter landing pad, two lanes and parking for cars and superyacht facilities that
welcomes yachts of all sizes.
SF Marina has since 1918 been in the forefront in the field of floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons. Our worldwide installations and a century of experience
and knowledge is your guarantee for a marina with the longest possible lifetime and minimum maintenance cost. Living up to our promise - still there after the storm.
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Natural
protection
Designing marinas that are in harmony with their natural surroundings – a
PIANC RecCom Working with Nature initiative and a subject for independent
research by RecCom member Gosse de Boer (p.38) – enhances the marina
environment and also helps to preserve crucial marine ecosystems. But when
we hear of the threat to mangrove forests, salt marshes, seagrass meadows,
mudflats and coral reefs do we really know why they should be protected?
All are feeding and breeding grounds for varied marine species, but they also
offer us far more.
As well as conjuring up beautiful underwater images and acting as an economic
mainstay for many communities (it is estimated that the total annual worldwide
earnings from coral reefs is some US$29.8 billion) a coral reef is a natural
breakwater.
Reefs occupy less than 0.2% of the seabed but they run along more than
150,000km (93,206mi) of coastline in massive formations between the surface
and the first few tens of meters of water depth. This means they effectively absorb
elements from the ocean, absorb wave energy and reduce coastal erosion. They
reduce the damage caused by storms, hurricanes and even tsunamis and, by so
doing, protect the ecosystem located between the reef and the coast where valuable
seagrass grows.
Mangrove forests, an as-yet relatively untapped tourism opportunity, perform a
similar role in protecting the coastline. Their dense root systems trap sediments
flowing down rivers and off the land to stabilise and prevent erosion from waves
and storms. In areas where mangroves have been cleared, coastal damage from
hurricanes and typhoons is much more severe and, by filtering out sediments, the
forest protects seagrass meadows from being smothered.
Seagrasses are flowering plants with bright green leaves that live in sheltered
areas along the coast. Full of life and host to many animals, they occupy 0.1% of
the seabed but are responsible for 11% of the organic carbon buried in the ocean.
Seagrass meadows, mangroves and coastal wetlands capture carbon at a rate
greater than that of tropical forests.
Like mangroves, salt marshes are intertidal communities of plants. They filter
nutrients and sediments, reduce erosion, maintain water quality and act as a carbon
sink. Likewise, the barren mudflat, formed of mud deposited by tides or rivers,
protects the inland landforms from erosion by acting as a barrier to waves. (There
are also tourism opportunities – mudflat hiking).
Scientists are working to save endangered coral and outcomes are mostly
optimistic, but loss of seagrass, mangroves and salt marshes is of concern. Mudflats
around the world are in danger of destruction and under extreme threat from coastal
development activity. The loss of the tidal flats will make coastal areas vulnerable to
erosion and flooding.
Preserving, restoring or regenerating any of these should surely be a priority.

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2019 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd
Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
Ltd. Equally, the inclusion of advertisements in this
magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
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LIFTING EQUIPMENT INTEGRAL MANUFACTURER
MARINAS AND SHIPYARDS
1
GH motion is born. It is GH Cranes &
components new business unit oriented to
offer a better service to our clients, with
special focus on marine area. GH motion
provides efficiency in boat movements in
your marina or shipyard, “what really
matters to you”
GH motion enhance its pace towards 4.0
Industry developing very important areas
which are connected and fully oriented to help
our clients to improve their businesses:

1. Our blue chip: MyGHmotion. It is an

application that allows you to simulate GH
boat hoists or jib cranes in your marina or
shipyard before you proceed with your
investment. It is focused on maximizing your
working process. How it works?
Apply in www.motion.ghcranes.com for a
new user
We will edit your marina scaling our boat
hoist or jib crane on it
We will give you access in visor mode to it
so you can “play” yourself
for efficiency.
Metrics on diesel consumption and timing
can be recorded at your convenience. It is
available in Windows and Android
platforms -IOS coming soon-. For more
information contact us, please.

2

R

2. New web site including all you need to

know about GH motion biz unit oriented
to help and service you better:
www.motion.ghcranes.com

New
web

3. Complete new design fully developed

3

in 3D for a 300t capacity GH330 boat
hoist model to be installed late in
march 2019 in ASTONDOA SHIPYARD
(Santa Pola, Spain), a referent in
customized shipbuilding all over the
world.

Bº Salbatore s/n 20200 Beasain,
Gipuzkoa (SPAIN)
T: +34 943 569 176
motion�ghcranes.com
www.motion.ghcranes.com

WORLD NEWS

EMH appoints main contractor
UK: Edinburgh Marina Holdings (EMH), the developer behind Edinburgh Marina, has appointed McLaughlin & Harvey
as its main contractor. The company will be responsible for the construction of the first phase, which has an estimated
gross development value in excess of £175 million.
experience will help us deliver this
scheme and three apartment blocks.
Phase one comprises the new 373world-class development, which will
Matthew Garstang, finance director
berth Edinburgh Marina, designed
create much needed new homes, as
at Edinburgh Marina Holdings,
by Camper & Nicholsons Marinas
well as unique leisure and commercial
commented: “We are extremely
(C&N), a 187-room Hyatt Regency
facilities for the Scottish capital.”
pleased to have appointed McLaughlin
spa and conference hotel with 98
When complete, the marina will be
& Harvey as the main contractor for
serviced apartments, the luxury Royal
managed by C&N.
the first phase…their track record and
Wharf Living for Retirement residential

Eight new members for TransEurope
BALTIC & AEGEAN: TransEurope Marinas has extended its network of members to include seven facilities in the Baltic
and a marina in Greece.
British Isles and down the French and
berthing discount for up to five days at
The Baltic members, on Germany’s
Iberian Atlantic coast to the Canaries,
others within the group. Members meet
popular Baltic coast, come from the
up through the Mediterranean, through
twice a year to discuss marina practice
Marina Network Association, a group
to the Adriatic and across to the
and exchange ideas. The network now
that prides itself on maintaining quality
Aegean.
stretches from the Baltic, around the
facilities and promoting good practice.
The marinas comprise: Sonwik Marina
Flensburg; Ancora Marina Neustadt;
Marina Boltenhagen; Marina Wiek
auf Rügen; Baltic Sea Resort Kröslin;
Naturhafen Krummin; and Lagunestadt
Ueckermünde.
The eighth new member, Linariá
Marina is located on the south coast of
the Greek island of Skyros.
TransEurope Marinas was founded
to offer boat owners with a berth at any
specific marina in the network a 50%
Offering good facilities and a personal
touch, family-owned Naturhafen
Krummin in Usedom is one of six
marinas in Germany to join the
TransEurope network.
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Sustainable mooring
technology in your
product lineup.
Thank you to our partners,
you know us.
You know Seaȵe[, the elastic mooring
solution for all your ȵoating applications. The environmental system that
can stretch up to twice its original
length, ordered at the e[act length
your water level variations require.
You know that it does not only
provide dampening by stretching,
but that it also provides stability by
retracting, keeping your ȵoating
application in its lateral position even
at low water.

FLOATING
HOTEL ROOM
Pemba Island,
Tanzania

The world leader
in mooring technology
Seaȵe[Ls invisible from the surface, working in silence day
after day, year after year. It replaces the need for view
obstructing piles and rusting chain. Suitable at practically
any location, mooring literally any ȵoating application,
ranging from marinas to ȵoating solar parks and beyond.

Technology

Value

Quality

You know that Seaȵe[ can be used at
your shallow locations, but also that
it becomes even more price competitive in deeper water. You know our
product line; what units are suitable
for your smaller residential needs, all
the way to the large heavy-duty units
used to secure large ȵoating structures in storm prone areas. Since we
review your projects free of charge,
you’re RHUing a Seaȵe[ option for
every project without being out
money for engineering.
You know that many clients already
know what they want, they do their
research and they know Seaȵe[. They
are looking for the most modern
material combinations, sold by the
most
knowledgeable
industry
leaders. We love what we do, and we
appreciate our partners. Together we
can replace outdated methods by
RHUing
innovative
sustainable
solutions to our clients. We are the
winning team, together we can make
an environmental diHUHnce!

6HDȵH[

SEAFLEX AB
Stöcksjö Kustväg 77,
SE-90580 Umeå,
Sweden

P +46 90 160650
F +46 90 160651
LQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

SEAFLEX, INC
16902 Bolsa Chica St.,
#204, Huntington Beach,
CA 92649, USA

P (310) 548 9100
F (321) 406 0612
VHDȵH[LQF#VHDȵH[QHW

ZZZVHDȵH[QHW

Environment

You know that your clients do not
need to worry about pile drivers,
piling permits, or e[Sensive freight
costs. You do not need a crew to
winch the cables, or waste time
inspecting every chain link for rust.
You know the beneȴts of minimal
hardware and sustainable materials
specLȴcally made to last in a marine
environment.

WAYANAD, INDIA
6HDȵH[PRRUHG)39SODQWKDQGOHGDIW
water level variation this monsoon season.

WORLD NEWS

Real estate on the water
GERMANY: Clement Systems
is constructing 60 exclusive
floating holiday homes
with private berths at the
Ostseeresort Olpenitz on the
Baltic Sea coast. The impressive
project draws on expertise the
company gained on turnkey
floating structure commissions
for Emirate Palace Hotel, Marina
Abu Dhabi, the floating bridge in
Dubai, and more.
Each Olpenitz home has land
registration due to the fact that
Clement’s patented
technical solution
makes floating
structures ‘foundations’
with common floating
access and connection
to the shore. By
establishing the homes
as acknowledged
real estate, financing
options for buyers are
easier to obtain.
Every house
measures 100m²
(1,076ft²) and
boasts a large roof

terrace with exceptional views
out to sea. Vacuum drainage,
energy systems (including heat
recovery) and drinking water
supply are completely integrated
in the concrete foundations. Well
protected alongside berths can
accommodate boats up to 18m
(59ft) in length.

Zhongsan Ingemar alliance
with Overseas
marina
contract
AST
CHINA: SUTL Enterprise has secured a
management contract for the day-to-day
operations of a proposed integrated marina
in Guangdong reports The Business Times
(Singapore). Its subsidiary One15 Management
& Technical Services has signed the
agreement with Sunsea Yacht Club (Zhongsan),
the master developer of the project.
According to the newspaper, the contract could
last for five years and will see the marina branded
as One°15 Marina Zhongshan China. Phase one,
which is fully operational, comprises 80 wet berths
and 42 waterfront villas with private berths. When
complete, the marina will have around 159 berths
and varied amenities.
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UAE: Ingemar Group of Italy has formed a strategic alliance with
experienced marina builder Overseas AST LLC. The licensing
agreement gives Overseas AST the rights for exclusive production
and distribution of high-end Ingemar pontoons, fingers and
floating breakwaters in the UAE.
growth rate in the world in the
Ingemar has already achieved
yachting sector.
considerable success in the
“We are sure that our products
Middle East markets, with
will benefit from AST’s long
installations in Iraq, Kuwait,
experience in the world of civil
Saudi Arabia and the Emirates.
and industrial infrastructures
But president and founder
and that the alliance will bring
Lorenzo Isalberti believes that
tangible benefits to clients and
the agreement with AST will
stakeholders in the UAE market,”
give Ingemar enhanced access
he comments.
to a region that has the highest
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Marina Solutions

• SERVICE PEDESTALS
• SANITATION PUMP-OUTS
• EMERGENCY SERVICES
• ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
• LIGHTING
• PRE-PAYMENT SYSTEMS

by

• SMART METERING
• ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
• ACCESSORIES

THE WORLD’S LEADING SPECIALIST

• INSTALLATION
• TESTING & INSPECTION

Serving the Marina Industry since 1990

MARINA
PEDESTALS
Rolec manufacture a wide
range of high quality, robust,
marine grade utility &
emergency service pedestals.

S

Over 25 Years’
Experience

Manufactured
in the UK

t: +44 (0) 1205 724754
e: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

SMART
Integration

LED Amenity
Lighting

Internal Electric &
Water Segregation

Bespoke
Manufacturing

CE
Certified

@RolecMarina

www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

IMBC
breaks
records
D-Marin signs
management contracts

The Mars Al Arab project near
Burj Al Arab, featuring two luxury
islands and a marina, is due to
complete in late 2020.

USA: The 2019 International Marina &
Boatyard Conference (IMBC) held in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida in January
beat its highest attendance record
to date by 10%. It also included an
exhibit hall with over 120 industry
suppliers.

UAE: Further to the joint venture management and technical consultancy
agreement reported in the January/February issue with Port de la Mer,
Dubai Harbour and Jumeirah Beach Hotel, D-Marin Dubai LLC has signed a
management agreement with Al Seef, Marasi and Jaddaf Waterfront marinas.

Joe Riley CMM, chairman of the
Association of Marina Industries,
organiser of IMBC, relayed the team’s
delight in the results. “The increase
in registration numbers and positive
feedback we’ve received so far
means we’ve met our goal of creating
a meaningful experience for all
participants,” he said.

As a result of the latest contracts,
D-Marin – already one of the biggest
chains in the eastern Mediterranean

IMBC 2020 will return to Fort
Lauderdale and will be held 15th-17th
January.

– has expanded its marina operations
network to cover 14 marinas in five
countries.

Get the Tools
You Need to Grow
Your Business.
• Proforma & Financial Planning Templates
• Wave Attenuator Feasibility Modeling
• Personalized Layout Optimization

THE WORLD’S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE MAR

Explore all the free tools available.
MarinaPlanner.com

MW halfpage Ad 2018 F1.indd 1
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CONFERENCES & EXHIBITIONS
Marinas19 is held in the Queensland
boating hub. From the air: Broadwater to
Surfers Paradise.
electric boat implications, superyachts,
club marinas, pollution response and
implications from the ‘connectivity of
things’.

Complementary networking
The conference will be complemented
by a trade show which hosts 35
exhibitors. This was fully booked as of
early March with exhibitors from New
Zealand, Australia, Europe and the UAE.

Record participation
expected at Marinas19
The Marinas19 international conference and trade exhibition (27th-29th May,
Gold Coast, Australia) is shaping up to be an exciting event. According to
MIA chairman and president, Andrew Chapman, it could well be a recordbreaker. “The conference programme of 33 sessions and the field trip address
the issues and interests of today’s marina industry. The trade exhibition has
booked out in record time. Participation fees are as per 2017 and delegates
are booking earlier. A real bonus for interstate and international attendees is
that they can also attend the Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show that
concludes on the day prior to the commencement of Marinas19.”

Highlight topics
The topic of marinas and their key
role in servicing and profiting from the
emerging boat sharing economy will be
addressed by a panel of proven boat
share operators. The panel will include
John Giglio, president and CEO of
Freedom Boat Club (see article p. 22).
Future consumer and demographic
trends will be the focus of a plenary
session by Simon Kuestenmacher
- director of research at The
Demographics Group, Melbourne.
Kuestenmacher is a rising star in data
animation and interpretation. He will
draw out the implications for the marina
industry from the latest trends.

insight into creating business ‘unfair
advantages’ which differentiate his
marina from others. The presentation
and interactive session will set an
upbeat tone for the session entitled
‘Marina Design: Making the Best Use of
your Marina Assets’ that will include a
showcase of tested design ideas.   

Marinas19 will be ‘topped and tailed’
with three significant events. On the
evening of Sunday 26th May preceding
Marinas19 and just at the conclusion of
the Sanctuary Cove International Boat
Show, an informal networking barbecue
will be held at Southport Yacht Club.
The Marinas19 and Awards Dinner
will be held at Sea World at the
conclusion of day two and the event
will wrap up with the optional marina
and boat yard tour on Wednesday 29th
May. The tour will include insight into
waterway dredging and boating access
and include visits to two very big boat
yards with marinas that have both
announced major multi-million dollar
expansion plans.
For further information, go to
www.marinas19.com
Busy networking in the exhibition area.

A range of speakers, panels
and interactive sessions will cover
other issues, including boat yard
compliance, the use of drones in
marinas, abandoned boats, social
media marketing, risk management,

Darren Vaux, a well known marina
industry professional who has played
a lead role in the recent development
of ICOMIA policy papers, will flesh
out the critically important topic of
marina leases and the requirements for
sustainable investment.
Mark Sanders, president of Westpoint
Harbor, California, will provide valuable
Coomera Boat Yards: Gold Coast City
Marina and The Boat Works.

www.marinaworld.com - March/April 2019
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Water is adventure, discovery and pleasure,
but also power, difﬁcult to control.

Water has always been our ally and endlessly fascinating engineering challenge. Our work
is our passion. We continue to experience the same emotions and pleasure inspired when
we began to construct on water forty years ago.
Pontoons, breakwaters, piers for super yachts, ﬂoating bridges and constructions: the
best solutions for connecting sea and land by means of strong and reliable structures, in
aluminium, concrete or steel, standard or tailor made.

Made in Italy

Let’s shape together your new marina
Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it www.ingemar.it
Pontoons and constructions on the water

COVER STORY: PORT LOUIS MARINA
Left & below: Port Louis Marina offers 160
berths for vessels of all sizes in an idyllic,
well-protected Caribbean setting.

Business boost spurs
Port Louis extension
Camper & Nicholsons Marinas (C&N) is to expand its Port Louis Marina on the
Caribbean island of Grenada from 160 to 250 berths. The 90-berth extension
will be carried out by Marinetek, starting this quarter and completing in time
for occupancy in August.
Port Louis Marina, owned and
operated by C&N, is a key superyacht
and cruising hub in the southern
Caribbean set in a natural lagoon on
the leeward side of Grenada below
the hurricane belt. Built in 2009/10, it
is enjoying business growth and now
needs the flexibility of extra mooring
space, particularly for different types of
vessel.
“We have seen a greater interest
in large catamarans visiting our
marina and anticipate this trend in the
Caribbean to grow even further,” notes
Port Louis Marina general manager
Glynn Thomas. “The new pontoon
layout will enable us to accommodate
more of the catamarans and give us
greater flexibility for small to mid-sized
boats all year round.”
Working closely with Marinetek,
C&N’s in-house technical team has
designed the extension to add berths
of 12 to 22m (39 to 72ft) on two new
piers. They will boost accommodation
for visitors as well as offering additional
long lease berthing options and – as
C&N Marinas COO Dan Hughes
explains – further boost the marina’s
vibrant profile. “The additional 90 berths
will not only allow us to accommodate

those we now turn away but will also
help us support the required space
for many international events that we
are proud to host, including the RORC
Transatlantic Race, World Arc, Oyster
World Rally and more regional boat and
charter shows,” he says.
Marinetek has considerable
experience in delivering projects to
the Caribbean and built the original
2009/10 system at Port Louis Marina,
which can berth vessels up to 90m
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(295ft) in length. Despite the sheltered
nature of the site, the entire build is
designed to meet Hurricane Category
II criteria so as to ensure a year-round
safe haven and benefits from a full
list of facilities and technical service
support, international connections and
all the standard benefits associated
with the C&N brand.
Announcing the contract in the final
quarter of 2018, Marinetek CEO Mika
Parviainen was particularly delighted
to count C&N amongst a flurry of
repeat customers. “We’ve completed
significant projects, won prestigious
contracts and further cemented the
strength of the Marinetek brand in
many parts of the world but, if we
reflect on the past year, I believe one
of our greatest achievements lies in the
level of return customers we’ve had,” he
commented. “When clients like Camper
& Nicholsons Marinas return and ask
us to undertake additional projects, we
know that they trust us to do a good
job.”
Loyal customers who also placed
repeat orders with Marinetek in 2018
included Ports de Monaco, ACI Marinas
in Croatia, the Cities of Helsinki and
Espoo in Finland and Marina Olpenitz
in Germany.
Hughes says that selecting Marinetek
for the marina extension was an
easy choice. “Their professionalism,
expertise and willingness to work to
a tight timetable gives us continued
confidence in the Marinetek team and
their products,” he affirms. “We look
forward to continuing to work with them
on our other projects around the world.”
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TALKING SHOP
Marina manager
Ian Wilkinson,
excited about the
upcoming Foss
Harbor marina
development plans,
enthusiastically
promotes the visitor
attractions of
Tacoma.
one of the first things visiting boaters
see, thus serving as the focal point of
Tacoma’s thriving waterfront.”

Superyachts on the rise

Foss Harbor:

nestled in the Northwest
Tacoma in Washington has been transformed since its period of mid-20th
century decline to a thriving waterfront community, recently named as one of
the most liveable areas in the USA. Its marina, Foss Harbor, is no exception.
Charlotte Niemiec invites Ian Wilkinson, marina manager, to talk shop
Foss Harbor marina, which lies on
the Pacific Northwest coast in the state
of Washington offers stunning views
of Puget Sound, a complex system
of interconnected marine waterways
and basins and home to the Cascade
Mountains, the Kitsap Peninsula and
the San Juan Islands. A highlight for any
keen boater, “one of the great things
about the region is its extensive maritime
heritage,” says Ian Wilkinson. “Cruising,
sailing and fishing are woven into the
fabric and boating is one of the more
popular pastimes.” There are dozens
of marinas within a 20-mile radius,
providing a wide range of cruising
destinations. Foss Harbor marina “is
literally in the heart of downtown Tacoma
and is within walking distance of dozens
of world-class museums, shops and
restaurants,” he adds.
With such a variety of local
competition, Wilkinson focuses on
providing world-class service and all
modern amenities. “Tacoma boaters
may have many marina options to
choose from, but we believe our
facilities and customer-focused
mentality help set us apart. We want to
make every boater feel like our most
important customer,” he says.
The marina is currently in the final
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stages of negotiations with the City
of Tacoma to develop a high-end,
mixed-use residential community. The
approximately US$80 million project
will include 325 residential units and a
variety of shops, restaurants and marina
support facilities such as washrooms,
laundry services and a grocery store.
“This unique development will
combine all the elements of a fullservice marina and thriving waterfront
residential community, creating an
exciting and convenient destination for
boaters, tourists and Tacoma residents
alike,” says Wilkinson. He expects
permitting to commence within 12-18
months, with construction beginning
shortly afterwards. “It’s taken several
years to get to this
point in the process,
so we’re incredibly
excited for this
project,” he adds.
“Our marina is right
at the mouth of the
Foss Waterway, so
this complex will be

Foss Harbor has 416 slips ranging in
size from 26-50ft (8-15m), including
20 end-tie moorings that can
accommodate vessels up to 95ft (29m).
The most popular slips are those in the
44-50ft (13-15m) range, which typically
have a waiting list of two years or more.
The marina can also accommodate
up to 20 superyachts from 70-95ft
(21-29m) on end-tie moorings. One of
the newest piers, B-Dock, can accept
vessels up to 130ft (37m).
“While superyachts aren’t yet as
ubiquitous in the Northwest as, for
example, Fort Lauderdale in Florida,
recent legislation and tax benefits have
been introduced to make Washington a
more desirable superyacht destination
in the coming years,” Wilkinson says.
The marina has existed and operated
under several different names and
ownership groups for more than four
decades. The current owners took
possession in 2001 and rebuilt virtually
every dock at the marina over the next
few years, with some built as recently
as 2015. “We have four remaining
covered piers slated for replacement
within the next three to five years,
depending on permitting and market
conditions,” Wilkinson adds.
Current occupancy is around 96%, but
the marina is typically at full occupancy

The esplanade and
adjacent lounge area
forms a popular hub
for boaters.
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TALKING SHOP
Foss Harbor marina is in the heart of
downtown Tacoma, offering easy access to
museums, shops and restaurants.
from March through to October. Most
berth sizes have a waiting list between
six months and two years.

Environmentally-conscious
All piers are floating pontoons attached
to steel piling, with synthetic decking
and fully encapsulated foam flotation.
“Floating piers are a must here,” explains
Wilkinson, “as our tidal ranges can be as
great as 15ft [4.5m] in a given day!”
A fuel dock offers ValvTect diesel
and ethanol-free unleaded fuel and is
capable of fuelling boats up to 110ft
(33m) in length. The marina provides
a free pump-out service on the fuel
dock, as well as a complimentary
berth-side pump-out boat service for its
moorage tenants. “While some marinas
in nearby cities charge US$100 per
month or more for this amenity, we
include this free service as an incentive
for our boaters to be environmentallyconscious when it comes to disposing
of their waste,” says Wilkinson. “We
believe that operating a world-class
marina facility can and should be done
in an ecologically responsible manner
in order to preserve this precious
aquatic resource for future generations.
Our status as the 2015 Washington
Clean Marina of the Year is proof that
this is an achievable goal.”
A boatyard is available near to the
marina that can repair and refit vessels
up to 100ft (30m). A haul-out service
is located immediately across the Foss
Waterway, just a few hundred feet from
the marina. While the marina does not
have drystack storage at this time, it
has 96 11ft x 22ft (3m x 7m) upland

storage lockers, which can be used for
small boat or vehicle storage. These are
particularly popular with the marina’s
many live-aboard residents, providing
much-needed additional storage
capacity.

Modern amenities
Other amenities include a marina
market/ship’s store, washrooms and
showers, laundry services, a tenant
lounge, waste oil/fuel recycling, kayak
and paddle-board rentals and a fuel
dock and pump-out service. Cameras
are located throughout the facility and
all piers have locked security gates
accessible only by marina residents.
But security is not a particular concern.
“Despite our location in a relatively
dense, urban environment, safety
and security issues at the facility are
minimal,” Wilkinson says. “Tacoma has
come a long way since the ‘rougharound-the-edges’ days of the 1970s
and 80s.”

The marina has recently added free
WiFi throughout the entire site, which
Wilkinson says is “simply a musthave in this digital age”. There is also
an on-site USCG captain’s licence
training provider, Flagship Maritime,
which allows boaters to obtain their
CoastGuard certification in just two
weeks – all while staying at the marina.
Foss Harbor is home to one of the
newest Freedom Boat Club franchises
(see article p.22), which offers an
affordable boat club membership as an
alternative to vessel ownership. “Our
partnership started about a year and
a half ago and has proven to be an
attractive option to getting people on the
water, particularly among the Millennial
demographic, whose participation in
traditional boat ownership has declined
in recent years,” Wilkinson explains.
Freedom also offers its members
reciprocal access to its other 140 plus
locations in the US.
At 34, Wilkinson – a qualified private
pilot, guitar player and scuba diver – is
no stranger to marina management;
over the last 12 years, he has managed
marina properties in Texas, Wisconsin
and Washington State. He received his
Certified Marina Operator’s certification
from the International Marina Institute
in 2017. “If you’re passionate about
marinas, boating and want to remain
at the forefront of this rapidly-evolving
industry, I highly recommend getting
your CMO/CMM certification,” he says.
“It’s incredibly challenging, but even
more rewarding in the end.”
CGI of the Village at Foss Harbor, the new
mixed-use residential community that will
combine all the elements of the marina with
the waterfront.
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whoever said you
can’t mix business
with pleasure
never owned a
freedom boat club
franchise
Direct Inquires to Jordan Jennings
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BOAT SHARE CONCEPTS
Sunsail has a fleet of 538 yachts for
bareboat charter. The customer trend is to
charter larger boats.
general only spend four to six weeks a
year on their yacht.”

Europe dominates
The European market represents
around a third of global charter and
is estimated at around €5.8 billion,
according to the International Council of
Marine Industry Associations (ICOMIA).

Chartered territory
Chartering offers all the pleasures of a boat without the responsibility of
owning one, giving enthusiasts an accessible way to get out on the water.
Charlotte Niemiec looks at the global charter industry and how it is helping
footfall in marinas.
The global yacht charter industry
is booming, expected to expand by
5.4% to reach US$15.86 billion by
2026, according to a 2018 Business
Wire market report. While the boom is
largely driven by an increase in luxury
cruising by ‘high net worth individuals’
(HNWIs), in the so-called ‘sharing
economy’ – particularly among younger
consumers – it is little wonder that boat
rental is increasing. Owning a boat is
often costly and further capital and time
is required for maintenance.
Modern charter options span the
gamut, ranging from dinghys to motor
boats, canal boats to superyachts.
Boaters with a licence may charter
a boat alone (bareboat charter),
while those unqualified can select
charter with a skipper. Today, charter
companies operate in almost every
region around the world, offering a
more affordable opportunity for boaters
to explore new regions.

And, rather than compete with
marinas, charter companies help bring
life to otherwise staid ones, says Jon
Wilson, regional operations manager
– Med and Exotics, for Sunsail and
The Moorings. Established in 1974,
Sunsail has a fleet of 538 yachts for
bareboat charter, while The Moorings
has 400. Both offer their services in
over 20 destinations. Charter operators
often have a symbiotic relationship with
marinas as they provide customers for
the bars and restaurants and ensure
the marina looks “alive” all year round.
“If marinas were just full of private
yachts,” he says, “there would be
less atmosphere and use of landside
facilities as private yacht owners in

The most comprehensive report in
recent years is a 2015 EU ‘Study on
the competitiveness of the recreational
boating sector’, compiled by economic
research and consulting company
Ecorys. It says the Mediterranean
alone attracts 70% of world charter,
with the UK, Croatia, Italy and Greece
leading in terms of bareboat charter
offerings. And this region is expected to
experience the most rapid growth, with
projections of 7.2% by 2020. Europe
profits from a very attractive sailing
area, which has the potential to be well
connected to inland activities. “New
business models following the trend of
higher charter demand, such as cruise
style chartering or skipper charter, offer
opportunities to further develop in the
future,” the report says.
Inevitably, the most profitable areas
in which to operate are those popular
with boaters. Wilson says Sunsail and
The Moorings make selections based
on the popularity and desirability of
the cruising ground – and the marina’s
proximity to the best parts of the
cruising area. “We look to make sure
the base our customers arrive at
allows them easy access to the best
locations in the area, with transfer time
from the airport around 20 minutes.
Good examples of this are our bases

The market is dominated by a few
large international companies with high
turnover, together representing around
80% of the market. These companies
include Sunsail, Le boat, Footloose,
Dream Yacht Charter (see separate
story p.25) and Kiriakoulis.
Charter boat options are broad and include
vessels for specific leisure uses, like fishing,
and for use as ‘party boats’.
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BOAT SHARE CONCEPTS
Chartering large vessels is increasingly
popular despite the high cost. Around 25%
of the world’s superyachts are available for
charter.
problem for this sector is, however, that
if people don’t start young, experience
shows that they won’t start at a later
age,” the report says. But, according
to industry representatives, this is
countered by a trend towards more
chartering and ownership is not a
necessity.
“In the last [few] years, sales of
boats went down, but chartering went
up, even though periods of charter
were shortened,” it says. Boating
associations and charter companies
confirmed this trend. They stated that,
as consumers spend less and less time
on boats, renting is gaining popularity.
in Palma, Agana, Corfu and the
Seychelles,” he notes. “Proximity to any
heritage sites is also important. Our
Agana and Dubrovnik bases in Croatia
are good examples of this.” He adds
that there are large concentrations
of charter boats in marinas in Palma
de Mallorca on the Spanish island of
Mallorca, Dubrovnik and Split in Croatia
on the Adriatic Coast, and Greece’s
Lefkas and Corfu on the Ionian Sea.
And ‘clusters’ of marinas are
of growing importance to charter
companies, the report says. One
example of this is the Association of the
Boating Industry (ANN) and Spanish
Maritime Cluster in Spain. Clusters
are particularly important to smaller
providers of charter, which require ‘on
the spot’ tourists, rather than larger
charter companies that are better
able to advertise their services online.
Technology is proving a significant
aid to smaller companies, allowing
them to offer online booking, apps for
smartphones and WiFi solutions.

Global destinations
Charter companies are seeing success
elsewhere around the world. Le boat
explains it is mostly focused on Europe
but has recently started operating in
a new cruising ground on the Rideau
Canal in Canada. Footloose focuses on
the British Virgin Islands, while Dream
Yacht Charter offers over 1,000 yachts
in over 50 global destinations.
Chris Callahan of Moran Yacht &
Ship told Boat International: “We have
seen quite a bit of interest shift to the
Bahamas this winter [2017], with a
number of larger vessels visiting the

Exumas.” Bob Denison, president of
Denison Yachting, agrees that the
Bahamas is a destination to watch,
but he also predicts growth for the
west coast of the USA, reporting more
charter enquiries for Alaska.
And the Asia market is expected to
exhibit the most growth of any region
at 8% CAGR from 2017 to 2025,
according to a Transparency Market
Research forecast. The report notes:
“The market in the region is receiving a
major boost from the rising number of
charter destinations, increasing wealth
of people and greater availability of
yachts. Thailand, Australia, Singapore
and Malaysia are some of the popular
yacht chartering destinations in Asia
Pacific.”
But it is not all plain sailing. In Europe
particularly, there are regulatory
uncertainties and difficulties for crossborder operation. For example, some
skipper licences are accepted in one
country but not another. The Ecorys
SWOT analysis also notes that charter
is a “rather unregulated business”.
While this offers easier entrance into
the sector, it also carries the risk of
low quality services and unreliable
providers not guaranteeing safety
standards or fulfilment of all regulatory
requirements of a boat.

Young following
“No young boat owners are entering
the market,” states the Ecorys report,
and the average age of a boat owner
in Europe is now around 45-55 years.
For reasons such as affordability
and accessibility, younger people are
choosing charter over ownership. “The
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Chartering has many advantages.
The charter company is responsible
for maintaining the yacht, allowing
boaters to ‘pick up and go’. Different
boats can be selected depending on
charterers’ needs. And new ideas are
driving popularity: yachts are becoming
private and exclusive entertainment
areas, mixing business with leisure.
‘Party boats’, which sail to different
destinations each day, are increasing in
prevalence. Nevertheless, companies
report that bareboat charter still
remains their most important activity.

Ever larger
Wilson explains that the average size
of chartered yachts has increased
and larger ones are becoming the
preference. “The smallest yachts now
are around 11m [36ft], whereas three
to four years ago, the smallest would
have been 9-10m [29-33ft]. And boaters
are chartering more catamarans than
ever before.” While sailing yachts are
preferred by more traditional sea-faring
enthusiasts, motor boats tend to be
more attractive to the broader masses,
Ecorys found. This is because they are
easy to handle, and provide comfort,
speed and power. The motor boat
segment accounts for 72% of boat and
yacht sales, representing a total of
€5.12 billion.
And Forbes notes that, of the
approximately 4,500 superyachts in
the world, roughly a quarter of these
are available for charter. But the
average charter cost for a superyacht is
prohibitively expensive at US$212,000,
plus fuel, food and port charges, so are
largely the purview of the HNWIs.
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John Giglio: “Offering
exceptional service is our
number one focus and we
achieve this through efficiency.”

Freedom to choose
Two colleagues with a knowledge of property time share decide to share
a boat. They then launch a boat share concept. The business progresses,
changes ownership, and 22 years later - in 2011 - John Giglio and a business
partner move in. Freedom Boat Club starts to fly.
In 2011 Freedom Boat Club (FBC)
locations numbered around 40. By
2012, when president and CEO Giglio
bought his partner out and became
sole owner, it had 50. Today, there are
175 locations in nigh on 50 US states
and Giglio is looking to go international;
two clubs are due to open in France
this quarter. FBC has some 30,000
US-based members, a fleet of around
2,000 boats and is in the process
of buying 500 to 600 further
vessels. It’s a successful franchise
– but far from just a franchise.

number one focus and we achieve this
through efficiency,” Giglio tells Marina
World. “It’s been a learning curve in
terms of experience and technology.
We started out in the age of ‘pens,
paper and fax machines’ and now all of
our systems are completely automated
for seamless operations.”
Franchises receive the ‘business
in a box’ information package, which

gives guidance on how to launch
and manage a club, recruit members
and benefit from club networking and
collaboration. “They have everything
they need to run with and are in total
charge,” Giglio says. “Clubs start with
four boats/slips and, as we work to a
10:1 member to boat ratio, boats and
slips are added as required. But each
club [destination] can only grow in
line with available space. The largest
concentration to date is 70 boats.”
Members pay an entry fee and a
monthly fee and have their own ‘home
port’ with unlimited access to boats
in their region. Via the FBC reciprocal
programme they are also entitled to use
all other FBC locations up to four times

FBC has four corporately owned
marinas and is actively looking
to acquire more. As a buyer,
Giglio’s interest lies in smaller
marinas in which he will use 20
to 50 slips for club purposes and
lease the remainder on traditional
marina rental terms. But “as the
marine business in the US has
strengthened, slips have become
harder to find,” he says.
Clubs at all locations – owned
or franchised – are big on service.
“Offering exceptional service is our
Above & right: Freedom Boat Club
has over 2,000 boats in its fleet,
offering a vessel type to suit everyone.
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per year. Membership costs
are linked to the operating
costs in each specific region,
meaning entry fees range
from US$2,900 to 7,900 and
monthly fees from $199 to
699. Every franchise sets its
own rate and there are few
rules: no sleepovers, no night
time navigation. Members
can take a boat back to their
private dock if they have one
but are restricted to travelling
a 25 mile boating radius from
their home port marina.
Giglio reports an
impressive 90% customer
retention rate “and about
20% of the 10% who drop
out buy a boat.” All members
are given free of charge boat
training and the member
demographic is broad:
“We’ve seen a lot more
Millennials joining the Club and, over
the last couple of years, a significant
number of first time boaters. At the back
end we have an older demographic
who want to boat but have decided to
Above & below: The FBC reciprocal plan
gives boaters the chance to not only sample
different boats but to travel to different
destinations for a full service, hassle-free
boating experience. The concept is popular
with all age groups but an increasing
number of Millennials are signing up.

sell their own boats and take out club
membership for easier access to the
water. There appears to be a neverending supply of people coming in and
lots of young families are joining.”
All ages and genders are also
encouraged to socialise. FBC hosts
over 100 social events on the west
coast of Florida at its corporate
locations and runs a lot of seminars,
often with the help and support of
boating supply and fishing goods retail

company West Marine. “We want to
keep our members engaged even if
they’re not boating. We want to add
value to their membership.”
Freedom Boat Club, now in its
30th year, is the oldest and biggest
boat club in the world and over the
decades has become established as
brand leader in the sector. But with the
sharing economy upon us and other
boat club concepts being launched,
competition is warming up. While
acknowledging this, Giglio says his
main competitor is time. “We’ve set out
to offer such an efficient service that
it’s the only thing that makes sense
[to time-poor wannabe boaters].” He
is also conscious that, despite owning
the sector’s best known brand name,
branding should be treated with caution.
“We don’t badge our boats – there’s
nothing to indicate to the outside world
that it’s a club boat. Members feel that
it’s their boat and they have pride of
ownership.” This is particularly relevant
as members tend to focus on one type
of boat and often on a ‘specific’ boat.
With 90% of members staying on
side, the FBC concept looks set to
weather any storm and Giglio stresses
that “with boats going out every day,
it’s a very good revenue generator for
marinas.” Interestingly, he sees supply
rather than demand as a potential pitfall
in the future. “There may be commercial
challenges ahead as ten people want
one slip,” he smiles. “But we can’t ignore
the sharing economy – and with growth
comes regulation.”
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Dream Club launches
in North America
Leading yacht charter company, Dream Yacht Charter, used the 2019 Miami
Boat Show as the launch pad for Dream Boat Club, a new North American
venture in partnership with top boat manufacturers Beneteau and Zodiac
Nautic. It is based on the success of the company’s European club model.
world. We are honoured to be able to
Members select a package and have
contribute to this ambitious project.”
access to a new and well-equipped
fleet provided by the industry partners.
Dream Yacht Charter has gained a
“We are very excited to work closely
world leading position in global charter
with Dream Boat Club on this project,”
in less than two decades. Founded by
says Jean-Francois Lair, president
Loic Bonnet in 2000 with just six boats
of Beneteau America. “The boat club
in the Seychelles, it built swiftly. By
offer is in high demand - it is a different
2010, it had boats in the Caribbean,
way of boating. Also, it will offer the
Asia, the Pacific and the Mediterranean.
possibility to our clients to test a boat
Over the next three years, the
before deciding to purchase it. With
company launched in the Bahamas,
three different ranges, the Beneteau
Annapolis, Antigua and expanded in the
offer of outboard boats is particularly
Grenadines. Since then, Bali, Mexico,
adapted for club members.”
Puerto Rico, Spain, Italy, Sweden and
Montenegro have joined the list of
Dominique Heber-Suffrin, president
destinations.
of Zodiac Nautic, adds: “The speed
with which Dream Yacht Charter has
Dream Yacht pioneered ‘by the cabin’
become a world leader in yachting is
charters with guaranteed departures
impressive. Its expertise and ambition
and now offers over 25 routes across
make it a partner of choice for the
more than 15 destinations. In its quest
distribution of Zodiac boats around the
for constant innovation, it also brought
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Above (l to r): Danette Szakaly, business
development manager Dream Boat Club
NA; Loic Bonnet, founder and CEO
Dream Yacht Charter; Jean-Francois
Lair, president Beneteau America; David
Aldrich, director Dream Boat Club NA;
Kevin Fletcher, CEO Americas, Z Nautic
Group; Dominique Heber-Suffrin, CEO
Z Nautic Group; and Luca Brancaleon,
managing director Beneteau.
new sailing destinations, such as New
Caledonia and Cuba, to the market. It
introduced six ownership programmes
for potential yacht owners who want
flexible options that suit their objective
and claims to offer the lowest entry
price on the market.
Today, the company has grown to
become the world’s largest charter
company with over 1,000 yachts in
more than 50 destinations worldwide.
It recently secured additional long term
investment from NextStage providing it
with a secure platform for sustainable
growth.
The boat club concept is an
important part of this growth strategy
and, as Bonnet says, “this [North
American] partnership is another step
in bringing the experience of boating to
all with its affordable and hassle-free
programmes.”
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Fun - aboard a Suntex club boat. Boating
Services has enjoyed a successful alliance
with Suntex Marinas for several years. The
Suntex Boat Club offering is a key element
of the company’s business and is offered as
a way to introduce people to boating.
We are currently supporting Suntex in
the operation of multiple boating clubs
and rental locations. OnBoard will build
upon this valuable experience as we
scale our efforts moving forward,” said
Bijoy Jha, Boating Services Network
vice president of business development
and finance.

Welcome OnBoard
Boating Services Network, a new division for global powerboat manufacturer
Brunswick Corporation, launched OnBoard Boating Club and Rentals last
October.
The new platform offers partners
access to a diverse fleet of leading
boat brands especially Bayliner and
Princecraft models; affordable financing
for boat fleet purchases; easy-to-use
software for boating club and rental
operations; and a range of tools and
best practices to help build a successful
operation.
“We’ve launched OnBoard at a great
time. We can take advantage of the
strong and growing interest in boating
lifestyle experiences while participating
in sharing-economy trends,” commented
Cecil Cohn, vice president Boating
Services Network. “We believe that by

offering the best value and experience,
we can grow and cultivate interest as
a gateway to boat ownership across a
broader cross section of consumers. We
have the opportunity to attract a new
generation of boaters and provide them
with a positive, exceptional experience
on the water.”
The launch of OnBoard follows
the very successful alliance between
Boating Services and Suntex Marinas
over the past few years. “Our success
with Suntex is rooted in a common
objective to grow boating participation
and ownership while providing
exceptional consumer experiences.

Described as a ‘revenue share’
rather than a franchise, OnBoard
aims to complement traditional marina
operations whilst offering an additional
revenue stream. “It can multiply
revenue per slip by five to ten times
and increases the overall value of a
marina,” said Jha at the official launch
presentation at the International Marina
& Yard Conference (IMBC) in Fort
Lauderdale in mid-January. “It attracts
a new generation of boaters and drives
new boaters to your business.” This
latter point is significant; Brunswick
vehemently shrugs off the notion that
boat clubs deter boat buyers.
The instrumental goal is to find new
boaters. “Over the last decade there
have been one million fewer first time
boaters versus the previous decade,”
Cohn noted, adding “one of our primary
goals at Boating Services Network is to
introduce an array of initiatives to bring
more boaters into our industry and
contribute to the growth and success
of our marine partners. OnBoard
Boating Club and Rentals is an exciting
start that we believe can grow and
scale quickly, and we will continue
to seek solutions and services to set
the standard for exceptional boating
experiences.”

The most comprehensive Marina, Boatyard
& Shipyard Management Software

Pacsoft’s fully featured software can automate nearly all
functions, simplify business life and streamline operations.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS & INITIATIVES
engine maintenance are a big part
of any yard’s business. We probably
will not need as many marine
service yards, yards will need more
expensive diagnostic and software
updating equipment, and the
technicians working these yards will
need new education and certification
to work with these new systems.

Electric boats set to
impact marinas and yards
by Iaian Archibald
In a recent far-ranging roundtable discussion with marina operators and
service providers at an industry conference it became apparent that electric
boats will have a huge impact on the future of marinas and waterfronts.
Whether it was an operator who used electric tender boats in the Middle East
with great results, an operator in Lake Tahoe talking about engine restrictions
due to environmental concerns, or discussing the payback period for fuel dock
infrastructure investment, electric boats found their way into almost every
topic covered.
These days most major boat shows
feature a busy booth showing off the
latest in electric powered boats and
electric outboard engines. In the recent
past most electric propulsion systems
have been small electric outboards
used in fishing or inboard electric
systems on sailboats. Boats powered
primarily with electric propulsion have
been around for a while but their limited
range and high price made them
only suitable for jobs like a tender at
a marina or resort. That’s starting to
change with advancements in battery
technology and lessons learned from
electric car companies like Tesla.
Full-package inboard electric boat
companies like Ocean Volt, Xshore,
CEBC, among others, are leading the
charge. For electric outboards suitable
for real powerboating we’re starting to
see companies like Torqeedo, Aqua
Watt, and Elco bring options to the
market. We can expect traditional
outboard manufacturers like Honda,

2. Marinas will need to change some
of the infrastructure on the dock,
in drystacks and cut back on fuel
infrastructure. The good news is
that most docks have electrical and
overnight low amp charging and this
will be fine for the vast majority of
use cases. Marinas will be able to
set up quick charging berths using
the same charging technologies
being developed for land vehicles,
and might provide these heavier duty
charging pedestals for a premium to
bigger boats or customers who don’t
mind paying a bit more. Dry stack
operations might need an electrical
upgrade as well, but shouldn’t need
a complete redesign. Marinas might
start reducing the number of fuel
pumps in new infrastructure, and
even eliminate fuel docks altogether.
3. They’re environmentally friendly.
Lake Tahoe is an example of one
ecologically sensitive area that
has restricted engine types due to
pollution concerns, and there are
a lot of watersheds in the world off
bounds to combustion engines due
to concerns about water quality. As

Evinrude and Mercury to be fast
followers once mass adoption
starts either by buying the previous
mentioned companies, or through
their own product development.
It’s hard to say if the mass
adoption of electric boats is five,
ten or 20 years away, but we can
say it’s coming. Here are five ways
that electric boats will impact
marina operations in the future:
1. Service yards will be
dramatically impacted by
electric boats. One of the main
promises of electric engines is
that they’re self contained units
that don’t need traditional engine
maintenance. A lot of a business
in northern yards is winterising
and then getting boats ready to
go in the spring, which is why so
many marinas in cold climates
have a service yard. Keeping
engines working properly in salt
water environments and general
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electric boat technology becomes
more viable, areas like Lake Tahoe
could become combustion engine
free zones. This could force marina
operators in these areas to upgrade
their facilities much quicker than
other marinas. The upside is we
could see new combustion free
marinas allowed in areas where they
hadn’t been allowed previously due
to concerns about the environment
and drinking water quality.
4. Electric boats could lead to greater
harmony in the marina. The divide
between sailors and power boaters
has a lot to do with the sounds
and smells associated with power
boating. Electric power boats
promise to drastically reduce the
smell and sounds associated with
combustion engines. Another classic
marina conflict is liveaboards vs.
sports fishermen. People who
are into sports fishing fire up their
engines before dawn to get out there
at first light waking up liveaboards
sleeping nearby. Electric boats will
allow sport fishers to silently slip out
of the marina in the morning without
waking anyone up.
5. Electric boats could make boating
more popular leading to an industry
renaissance. Sailing is a great
activity but a lot of people find the
skill and complexity of the activity
very intimidating. Few adults are
willing to go through the process of
learning how and when to raise a
sail. You pretty well have to learn as
a kid, take an intensive course or
go through the process of crewing
a Wednesday night race boat until

you get the basics down. Power
boats have a much lower barrier to
entry but they’re loud, often smelly
and have operating costs (fuel and
maintenance) that sound ridiculous
to people not already in love with the
activity.
Electric boats promise to meet both
styles of boating in the middle. They’re
quiet, environmentally friendly and
provide a lot of the benefits of sailing.
Charging batteries on an electric boat
is a small fraction of current fuel costs
and maintenance costs are significantly
reduced, essentially eliminating most
variable costs associated with power
boating. Electric boats could be one
of the catalysts recreational boating
needs to revive its popularity and move
us into the next stage of the industry’s
evolution.

The history of electric boats can
be traced back over 100 years with
its heyday being in the late 1800s.
The current benchmark for batteries
is lithium-ion which powers most
electric cars, laptops and the current
generation of electrical boats. As with
electric land vehicles like cars and
motorcycles, range is the biggest issue
holding back the mass adoption of
electric boats. We can expect to see
new battery systems like lithium-air
soon as billions of dollars are currently
being spent on battery R&D. These
new technologies will drastically
increase the range of electric boats,
potentially far beyond your average
gas or diesel set-up.
As mentioned above, we don’t really
know when all of this will happen on a
large scale. We could see a big push
in environmental regulations which
hyper-charges the adoption of electric
boats, or we could slowly adopt the
technology over the next few decades
with marinas changing slowly to meet
the demand. Whatever the pace of
adoption, it’s coming, and could have a
huge impact on recreational boating as
a whole and on service providers like
marinas.

Iaian Archibald is the co-founder
and CEO of marina and waterfront
management software company Swell
Advantage. He has a research-based
MBA where he focused on e-commerce
marketplaces and has been studying
how technology enables social change
for most of his life.
E: iaian@swelladvantage.com
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Marina di Cervia has been selected as
a key monitoring site for the new Life15
Marina Plan Plus project.
and preventing damaging mud from
diffusing into the marine ecosystem.

Sustainable
management of
the seabed

New technology for sustainable management of the seabed is now being
tested at Marina Cervia in Ravenna, Italy as the Life15 Marina Plan Plus
project. Developed by the University of Bologna, it has also been pilot tested at
different smaller sites. Donatella Zucca reports
Devised in 2016 but only ready
to be fully implemented this year,
the Life15 project is funded by the
European Agency for Small and
Medium Enterprises (EASME) in the
‘water’ sector. Its goal in this first major
project is to improve access to the port
entrance in Cervia by maintaining the
depth of the seabed at an optimal level
for boats without impacting on activities
at the piers or adversely affecting the
environment.

Some background is important.
About 140 million tonnes of dredged
material drifts along European coasts
every year, harming aquatic flora and
fauna and creating an imbalance in
the life of the seabed. The Marina
Plan Plus project technology aims
to prevent this continuously shifting
sediment from building up in any
one site thus preventing the need for
dredging, guarding against depletion of
nourishment for sand, aerating water

Invented by the university’s
Department of Industrial
Engineering in collaboration with
Plant Engineering Srl of Bologna,
the technology utilises an open
jet pump, called an ejector, that is
fixed on the seabed. Its diameter
depends on the type of sediment
encountered in any specific area. It
has a converging section (instead
of a diffuser) whose suction is
determined by a fluid jet that, by
creating an exchange between
two currents, activates a unique
intermediate speed between the
primary and secondary flow. The
mixture generated has such a low
concentration of solid material that
it doesn’t produce turbidity or resuspension at any point in its operation.
In other words, the ejectors move
potential sediment from where build-up
would cause an obstacle so that it can
naturally be carried elsewhere.
The new equipment can replace
dredging even in areas where sediment
treatment is required as it can be
integrated with other technologies e.g.
soil washing, wet oxidation or silica
extraction.
The University of Bologna and Plant
Engineering have also worked with
other crucial partners: Trevi Spa of the
Trevi Group, a specialist in underground
engineering and production/design
of related machinery; the Cervia
(Emilia-Romagna) Municipality; the
manager of the tourist port; and the
International Council of Marine Industry
Associations (ICOMIA). The mini plant
in place at the GAM Shipyard basin
on the canal at Cattolica was built and
installed by Trevi Spa, together with

Working sketches
of the Life15
system at Cervia.
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A pilot project at Cattolica enabled
the team to improve its technology
although it turned out to be a site with
a great deal of silting issues.

[3in] diameter and ejectors of about
40cm [16in] diameter and a length
of 60cm [24in] are the only parts
that are underwater.”

Din-Unibo, a municipal sub-contractor
in the sponsoring Co-Evolve project.
Other pilot projects have also been
undertaken but only the Marina Cervia
site has been selected to monitor the
impact on marine habitat and evaluate
operating and management costs.

technical tables and those developed
by European community directives. The
Municipality of Cervia is involved in the
financing of bathymetric activities and
sediment analysis and in authorisation,
upgrading of the electricity grid and the
plans for replicating the project.”

Engineer Giovanni Preda, project
service, and research and development
for Trevi Spa, is responsible for Life15
Marina Plan Plus. He explains how the
project developed. “The technology
was the idea of the Department
of Industrial Engineering team of
the University of Bologna and was
developed independently by Ing.
Saccani, professor of the department,
who has patented it,” he says. Finance
was provided via a start-up of regional
funds, enabling tests in the laboratory,
on the beach and in several small ports.

The environment is a significant
factor. “The environment comes
into play because it is a system
that reduces or even eliminates
the environmental impact of small

As Trevi Spa had been collaborating
for years with the engineering
department at the university, the
company was aware of the technology
and, in 2014, together with the
university, tried to finance the first
industrial application courtesy
of EASME. “But although it was
considered to be fundable, the project
was not financed,” Preda reveals.
“This happened in 2015 when we represented it, after improving it upon the
suggestions of the judges.”
Trevi is coordinating all work for
the Cervia project, and partners
have specific roles. “The university’s
industrial engineering department
made the preliminary design of the
plant, supported the installation,
management and communications
and, via the BIGeA marine biology
department, monitors the different
matrices present at the site. ICOMIA
promotes it internationally thanks to its

Pumps visible at Cattolica.
or medium sized ports by avoiding
sedimentation and its management
both at sea and on land,” Preda
explains. “Moreover, this plant does
not use mineral oils but electric energy
and it doesn’t have moving parts or
electric motors underwater. Everything
technological – valves, mechanics etc
– is on the land. Pipes with an 80mm
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In Cervia, the new process
removes the need for sediment
clearance, which has taken
place twice a year, but allows the
sediment to be carried away by
the current – with a little help. “We
don’t push or pump water to create
a counter-current but create a sort of
space-time door. The ejector is a bit like
an airbrush or car carburettor, a device
that creates a depression around it
that sucks up the mixture of solids and
water and then moves it.” The pumps
are powered as required and according
to marine weather conditions.
While the pilot projects in Riccione,
Portoverde di Misano and Cattolica
have enabled the team to improve the
technology, the installation in Cervia will
help to clarify costs. “We have learned
that it is important to identify materials
that cannot be attacked by salinity and
the marine environment,” Preda notes.
“In Cattolica, the port is on a river that
is home to important organic matter.
This means we had to clean the pumps
and ejectors of a lot of marine materials
and do an antifouling operation.
Presumably, this would have to be done
every few months and thus affects the
costs. This didn’t happen in Portoverde,
Riccione or Cervia.”
Trials will continue in Italy with a view
to exporting the concept to foreign
investors. “Currently there are no
financed or planned interventions. We
received interest from a shipyard in
the USA via ICOMIA but still have to
build a relationship. Albert Willemsen,
ICOMIA’s environment executive and
our reference person, promoted this
technology at a conference and the
shipyard expressed much interest
and we are seeing if we can meet up
but, in principle, we are waiting for the
results from Cervia before we push or
invite people. In the European context,
the University of Bologna has won
Bluemed Eco Med Port funding, aimed
at promoting the technology abroad,
specifically in Tunisia, Lebanon and
Greece.”
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Clean-up by robot:
Two French companies, Recyclamer Innovation and IADYS, have put their R&D teams to work to develop autonomous
floating waste collectors. Both offer an efficient means of cleaning up around harbours and marinas and attract the eye
of passers-by as they are fun to watch. The days of open boats and marina staff with nets on poles may be behind us.

Recyclamer –
cleaning the
water
Recyclamer Innovation’s Recyclamer
clean-up tool is a solar powered
floating device able to collect and
treat solid and liquid waste. It is
silent when operating, releases
no carbon dioxide or polluting
emissions and is easy to use.
Three versions are available, the
smallest of which measures 1600 x
900mm (5 x 3 ft) with a draft of 250
to 500mm (10 to 20in). It has a 200
litre (53 gallon) integrated basket
(with alarm when full) for collecting
floating debris and a patented real
time hydrocarbons treatment system.
It can manoeuvre between boats,
under piers and on any route (including
radio-controlled auto mode) and can

also measure water quality. Information
can then be sent to a smartphone or
computer.
Medium and large sizes are suitable
for treating large areas or cleaning
coastal and offshore areas respectively.
Recyclamer can be purchased or

Jellyfishbot by IADYS
Interactive Autonomous Dynamic Systems (IADYS) has focused on the
invention of a small but efficient robotic solution that is intuitive to handle,
simple and fun. But, despite its petite dimensions, Jellyfishbot has plenty of
cleaning power and versatility of use.
Powered by three silent and eco-friendly electric thrusters of 250W (one of
which is transverse), it can operate for six to eight hours and has a maximum
speed of two knots. As it weighs just
18kg (40lbs), it can be handled and
launched by one person, is easily
transported and stored, and can
comfortably access cramped areas
between boats and alongside piers.

leased and is delivered and set-up by
the manufacturer. Optional services,
such as training and servicing, are
also available and each robot can be
customised in terms of colour, logos
etc.
E: recyclamer@gmail.com
80 litres (21 gallons) of floating
waste; 30 litres (8 gallons) of
hydrocarbons; and oil sprays. Each
robot typically tows one clean-up
net for collecting solids but can tow
up to three containing absorbent
material for soaking up hydrocarbons.
Alternatively, Jellyfishbot tows a
length of absorbent mat to soak up
pollutants.
E: sales@iadys.com

Jellyfishbot measures 700 x 700 x
500mm (2.3 x 2.3 x 1.6 ft) and can
clean an area of 1,000m² (11,000ft²)
in an hour when travelling at one
knot. It has a range of 400m (1,300ft)
for radio-controlled operation and
battery level reading is transmitted to
the operator’s smartphone.
Solids and liquids can be collected:
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Marinas: working with –
and not against – nature

The Jupiter Yacht Club
Marina in south Florida
was built maintaining a
significant mangrove forest.
by Gosse de Boer

Yachting facilities such as marinas are, by definition, built in or directly adjacent to bodies of water. An obvious
statement - that has significant meaning. Transition between land and water, whether coastal, riverine or beside a lake, is
very valuable environmentally and socio-economically.
Around 65% of the world’s population
currently lives in coastal areas and
this percentage is growing, putting
increased pressure on nature and
available space. Marinas, big or
small, also have an impact on nature
and consideration of the relationship
between a marina and nature is
required in the conception and early
design stages, as well as in the
construction and operation phases.
The relationship between a marina
and its natural environment is not
necessarily negative. There are multiple
measures applicable by which a marina
could actually contribute to nature and
lead to direct benefits to the marina and
its users. Clear, clean waters, increased
biodiversity, natural shelter, reduced
dredging and maintenance costs and
even reduced efforts in obtaining
(environmental) licences are examples
of potential benefits. Obtaining an
environmental licence is challenging in
many coastal areas, where increased
coastal zone management measures
have been introduced but an approach
focused on working with nature can
achieve win-win solutions.
I performed a research study in
2016 to establish a framework for
sustainable marina development, with
a view to the successful integration

38

of a marina in nature by guiding early
development and design decisions.
The selection of locations and design
options is assisted by assessing the
interrelations with local and regional
nature and the identification of potential
synergies; opportunities to develop a
marina structure whilst at the same
time enhancing nature – by working
with nature. A theoretical case study
for a marina development on the
island of Mauritius showcased how
the ecosystem-based framework
highlighted synergies and guided the
design process towards a sustainable
marina.

developing specific guidelines for
sustainable recreational navigation
infrastructure. PIANC promotes
sustainability and signals the need
for more sustainable approaches to
marina development.

An important element in this
framework is the concept of ecosystem
services; a rather new concept, which
currently is subject to many research
studies globally. PIANC (The World
Association for Waterborne Navigation
Infrastructure) set up a working group
to develop guidance on how to apply
ecosystem services in maritime
works (the final report is expected
to be published this year) in addition
to the overarching Working with
Nature philosophy. The Recreational
Navigation Commission (RecCom)
of PIANC, which develops guidelines
for marina design, construction,
maintenance and operation, is also

PIANC offers a ‘Working with Nature
Certificate of Recognition’ to projects
that can show they are compatible with
this philosophy.

To conclude, both the need and
reason for a sustainable approach to
marina development are clear. It is time
to adopt the science in everyday marina
work and reap the benefits. In times of
increasingly pressed nature, together
with a continuously increasing demand
for coastal recreation, a sustainably
developed and operated marina may be
exactly what is needed.

For more information, go to www.pianc.
info or e: pianc.reccom@gmail.com

Gosse de Boer, in association with
Royal HaskoningDHV, developed the
framework for sustainable marina
development during his graduation
research at the Delft University of
Technology. He is an active member
of the PIANC working group on
ecosystem services.
E: gosse.de.boer@rhdhv.com
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Climate-smart thinking Mussels,
for Baltic harbours
olives and
A three year EU Interreg project is under way to improve services and
environmental management at 32 guest harbours in the Baltic Sea region.
Named Smart Marina, it is looking for climate-smart solutions that will help
renew facilities, boost market visibility, undertake joint marketing and create
a new consistent ‘standard’ for the harbours involved.
Project leader Lennart Joelsson,
who is managing director of ÅUAB,
told Marina World that, after the
foreign minister of the Åland Islands
suggested a project, a dozen marinas
that were thinking to the future, gave
swift support. To join forces with Åland
(an autonomous region of Finland
that comprises around 6,700 islands),
partners were found in Sweden, Finland
and Estonia.
Smart marinas are environmentally
friendly marinas and all ports within
the project will be aiming for IMCI
Blue Star or Blue Flag certification
and must register for one or both of
these. Many solutions
can be considered,
including: environmental
assessment with clear
instructions on waste
disposal; solar and wind
power; pump-out and
sewage/wastewater
treatment plants; wave
attenuator protection;
EV charging points;
LED dockside lighting;
separate billing for use
of electricity and water;
refurbished showers and
toilets; and improved
access for disabled
people.
Sporting the ‘Smart
Marina’ brand will tell
boaters that any specific
1. Öregrund Harbor, Östhammar kommun
2. Grisslehamns Marina, Östhammar kommun
3. Fejan, Skärgårdsstiftelsen
4. Rindö Harbor, Östhammar kommun
5. Djurönäset, Östhammar kommun
6. Uvmarö Harbor, Valdemarsviks kommun
7. Fyrudden, Valdemarsviks kommun
8. Burgsviks Harbor, Valdemarsviks kommun
9. Käringsund, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
10. Havsvidden, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
11. Hamnsundet, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
12. Kastelholm, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
13. Vargata, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
14. MSF, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
15. Rödhamn, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
16. Karlby, Ålands Utvecklings Ab

guest harbour is part of a network
offering good service, and there is
plenty of help from lead partners for
issues such as security, staff training,
booking systems and creation
of marina manuals. Interreg will
contribute 75% of the cost involved
for renewals at each marina, up to
€200,000 per harbour.
For the future, project leaders
are thinking about Smart Marina
Plus, with gold, silver and standard
levels. This involves adding landside
activities and facilities, and further
boosting the market reach of the
community of Baltic harbours.

17. Glada Laxen, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
18. Kumlinge, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
19. Seglinge, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
20. Jurmo, Ålands Utvecklings Ab
21. Gullvivan, Ålands Utvecklings Ab, Åland
22. Skärgårdscentrum Korpoström, Novia
23. Kirjais Marina, Novia
24. Brännskär, Novia
25. Stenskärs Stugor, Novia
26. Farmors Café, Novia
27. Lillbacka Gård, Novia
28. Baggö Marina, Novia
29. Kärdla Harbor, Hiiu Vald
30. Roograhu, Hiiu Vald
31. Orjaku, Hiiu Vald
32. Soela, Hiiu Vald
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squid

Camper & Nicholsons’ Cesme Marina
in Turkey is undertaking yet another
environmental protection initiative
by taking part in Izmir Metropolitan
Municipality’s ‘Squid Project’. A
response to the threat to squid posed
by pollution and irregular hunting
methods, the project aims to deliver a
further 1.5 million squid in and around
Izmir and Cesme, and to continue the
generation of squid for at least another
year.
In readiness for 2019, Cesme Marina
staff members prepared two squid nests
and commissioned a diver to position
them in the marina. The nests will be
monitored after three months when it is
anticipated that the squid will have used
the prepared nests to lay down their eggs.
The initiative helps to encourage aquatic
life in the marina and promote the growth
of squid populations in the sea. Squid
usually spawn in groups, and females
release up to 11 pounds of eggs. Squid
have a lifespan of three to five years.
The Squid Project at Cesme follows
the marina’s adoption of The Olive Oil
Project and The Mussel Project. The
former works to sustain the olive trees
around the marina and provides guests
with a quality olive oil product. The
project gained the marina international
recognition at the House of Commons
in London and at the Green Awards in
Antalya, Turkey. For The Mussel Project,
the Cesme team planted several beds
within the marina and monitored how well
they were naturally cleansing the water.
Can Akaltan, general manager at
Cesme Marina, comments: “Cesme
Marina is committed to creating a better
aquatic environment. With the support
from our customers, and staff at the
marina, plus the exceptional efforts
in creating eco-friendly initiatives at
Izmir Metropolitan Municipality, we are
delighted to support the projects and
further the Cesme Marina ecological
identity at being in the forefront of helping
fight aquatic pollution!”
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Continuing green practices

Marina Port de Mallorca and Marina Palma Cuarentena have launched new
environmental campaigns by installing rotating information panels promoting
good practices. The messages aim to protect turtles and other marine life and
advise on where to anchor responsibly.
Balearics, hosting special activities,
Both marinas have long been
designing ‘green’ posters, promoting
proactive in encouraging boaters
via website and social media, and
to care for the waters around the

offering merchandising elements that
encourage customers to recycle, avoid
water pollution and prevent plastics
from entering the water. Free recycling
bags are offered to all boaters and
electric bicycles are available to rent.
Last November Marina de Mallorca
also welcomed a new generation of
students to carry out water quality
tests at the marina (above left). This
is an annual exercise that enables the
youngsters to undertake hands-on
scientific experiments.

Via Alba-Narzole 19 - 12055 Diano d’Alba (CN)
tel. +39 (0)173 500357 - fax +39(0)173 500642
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Boosting Tornado capacity
Golden Boat Lifts has added 24,000 (10,886) and 32,000lb (14,515kg) capacities to its freestanding, solar-powered
hydraulic Tornado boat lift product. Highly adaptable, and now suitable for yachts in the 40-45ft (12-14m) range, the
Tornado is ideal in locations without piles or seawalls or where seasonal removal is preferred.
welded aluminium and stainless steel
the vessel between the available heavyThe Tornado has, furthermore, been
are used, and moving elements, such
duty guide poles with cushion bumpers.
designed to be easily reconfigured if a
as pivot pins, are overbuilt for reliable
The boat is lifted and lowered quickly
different boat is purchased. This is due
operation.
and easily using a long range remote
to its exclusive patent-pending Multi
control and optional LED lighting can
Bunk system. With up to 6ft (1.8m) of
Using the lift is as simple as steering
be installed to assist with night
lift, it provides optimal,
manoeuvres. As Tornado is
cushioned support without
solar powered, no secondary
marring paint or gelcoat
electrical contractor is required
whether it’s a deep-V,
for installation. The 12V DC
stepped hull, pontoon,
pump is housed in a lockable
catamaran or sailboat.
glass fibre box.
Manufactured in
The lift has been engineered
the USA with an eye
to be removed from the water
to longevity, the lift’s
so as to suit boat owners in
hydraulic cylinders are
areas that ice-over in winter. A
double epoxy coated
unique retrieval system, which
with a final coating of
includes floats and wheels,
poly urea, and its patentmakes hauling easy and
pending ‘Air Bellows’
trouble-free.
surround and protect the
E: sales@goldenboatlifts.com
shafts. Only marine grade

RecCom Working Groups to advise on
AIS data use and electric boats
BELGIUM: The Recreational Navigation Commission (RecCom) of PIANC is setting up two new working groups: one to
provide guidelines for marina design to accommodate electric boats and another to provide recommendations for the
use of AIS data for recreational navigation studies.
“We want to continue the PIANC
tradition of providing both technical
reference documents for planning
and design and a source of early
guidance on new industry trends,” said
RecCom chairman Esteban Biondi.
“The topic on AIS data was triggered
by fast growing uses in recent years,”
he continued. “Through our consulting
work we have been exploring this tool
for assessing superyacht navigation
patterns for some time, such as the
shift of superyacht Caribbean visitation
due to Hurricane Maria.” Biondi also
mentioned the paper presented last
year in the PIANC Congress, where
his research documented that 80%
of yachts over 30m (98ft) had active
transponders while crossing the
Panama Canal, by comparing AIS data
with official records of crossings during
a three-month test period.
A comprehensive study on
large yacht traffic patterns in the
Mediterranean was also completed

recently by the European Committee
for Professional Yachting confirmed
RecCom member, Laurent
Monsaingeon. The study used 21
million AIS positions of yachts over 20m
(66ft) in the Mediterranean over three
years (2015-2017) from Marinetraffic
(a commercial provider of AIS data).
Results identified the frequency of
marinas, shipyards and anchorages
and showed that hundreds of
thousands of hours per year were spent
in each destination, identifying popular
areas and documenting evolving visitor
trends.
Another innovative use of AIS data
is the recently announced six-month
cruising permit for foreign-flagged
vessels in the UAE, which requires AIS
transponders to be operational at all
times.
Alternative propulsion technologies
are relatively new in mainstream
recreational navigation applications.
However, the growth of commercially
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available full-electric and plug-in hybrid
boats and yachts is accelerating
rapidly. “Marinas will need to adapt
to serve these new types of vessels,”
said Roberto Perocchio, representative
of ICOMIA-IMG in RecCom. “This is
another example of the marina industry
supporting the sustainable growth of
recreational boating and all its related
services and industrial economic
activities,” he added.
“RecCom is organising a special
programme within the Marina & Yard
Pavilion at Metstrade 2019, including
an open forum to solicit input from the
marina and boat manufacturing industry
for this new working group,” Biondi
revealed.
PIANC Working Groups are created
to produce a technical report, and
members comprise representatives
proposed by PIANC National Sections
and invited experts.
E: pianc.reccom@gmail.com
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ICOMIA Statistics –
a mixed picture
The International Council of Marine Industry Associations (ICOMIA) Annual
Recreational Boating Statistics book is arguably the most comprehensive
compilation of boating statistics worldwide. It has become invaluable to
marine businesses looking to gauge the health and size of their domestic
market or explore potential new international markets, as well as those looking
to enter the industry.
Reflecting on the latest edition
(released in 2018), it is clear to see that
markets are changing. Increased EU
investment in the industry due to sea
tourism initiatives has paved the way for
sustainable growth but an aging boating
population and decreased interest in
ownership (rather than experience)
threatens overall boat park figures.
In Europe there are many threats
to the health of the boating market;
financial turmoil, potential break-up
of the EU, mass immigrant crisis
and terrorism. Compared to pre2008 figures, there has been a 48%
decline in new boat registrations and
a 60% drop in sales. But, despite
these challenges, most EU main
boating markets have recovered
and returned to profitability while
continuing to invest in expansion and
product innovation. Marina operation
is the largest single maritime financial
activity in Europe and, according to the
European Commission, accounts for

approximately 33% of the sea economy
of the EU.
In the Netherlands, as in countries
around the world, the number of end-oflife boats continues to grow at a faster
rate than new boats are purchased.
This has led to a net decrease in the
overall boat park and put pressure
on marinas. Many countries have
combated this by creating marketing
campaigns that aim to encourage a
new generation of boaters.
With at least five million regular
boating participants and almost two
million boat owners, Australia and New
Zealand offer an enormous potential for
marine businesses. In these countries,
90% of boats owned are under 10m
(33ft), with outboard powerboats being
extremely common.
In the UK, boat retailers have
reported an uplift in sales but this is
primarily in the second-hand boat
market and largely to customers
in Europe. Around 45% of retailers

reported an increase in exports to the
EU and fears that the UK boat park will
diminish as brokers look to the EU for
sales is being realised.
In Asia, the drive to boost tourism
has put boating activities on the agenda
for government economic plans.
In Belgium and France, ICOMIA
Marinas Group members reported a
deficit in facilities but growth of the
boating industry. Boating licences for
inland and coastal cruising were up
3% in 2017 in Belgium, while in France
26,000 boats were sold domestically
at a total cost of €270 million; a 14%
increase year-on-year.
The USA, which accounts for
nearly half of the world’s
marinas, reports ongoing
improvement in the US
economy. But the issue
of trade tariffs looms over
future health.
Marinas are at the
forefront of industry
growth but insufficient
infrastructure is a key
barrier.
With changes in policy
and regulation, boat usage
patterns and the economic
health of countries, not to
mention developments in
technology, it becomes
more and more important
to focus on sustainable
marina operation.
To purchase the 2018
ICOMIA Statistics book go
to www.icomia.org
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Double Containment Piping
for Marinas
Features and Benefits
Routes easily along or underneath docks. The Nylon
12 outer jacket is UV stabilized and salt water
resistant; no chase pipe required. Can be
supplied in extra long continuous lengths:
eliminating transition sumps on the dock.
Additionally, a double containment flexible
floating dock connector is available.

For custom
lengths of up
to 1000 feet
please contact
factory.

www.doubletrac.net
© Copyright Omega Flex 2017
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Moving
with the
times

Wilsons Boatyard, a small traditional
yard in Hayling Island, UK that
has been in the Wilson family for
decades, has invested in a 12 ton
Sublift machine. The machine makes
a big difference to working life.
“My brother and I have been working
in this yard since our childhood and
have been moving boats around in all
sorts of ways for many, many years,”
explains managing director Dave
Wilson. The time was right for an
“easier and less stressful” boat moving
system.
After researching the market and
visiting other yards and yacht clubs to
examine different machines, Wilsons’
directors travelled to Sweden for prepurchase checks and training. They
describe the Sublift, now in service for
several months, as ‘amazing’. “It’s so
easy to use and very manoeuvrable,

which was our main concern as our
yard is laid out to an odd shape,” Dave
Wilson noted.
The UK is an important market
for Sublift manufacturer Swede Ship
Sublift and 15 various sized machines
have been delivered to date. 12 ton
options are also in use by customers
such as Mitchells Boat Haven,
Thornham Marine (two machines)

Solo-launch PWC lift
Further to its debut at METS 2018 last November, Australian company
Ultimate Docking Systems has launched a floating solar-powered remotecontrolled jet ski/PWC lift, docking system and station. The product is
claimed to offer unsurpassed buoyancy and stability and to be virtually
unsinkable.
Developed and manufactured in
Queensland’s City of Gold Coast,
a mecca for jet skiers, the Ultimate
Jet Ski Lift (JSL) is constructed
from marine grade aluminium and
polyethylene. Its patented design
allows for solo
launch and
recovery of any
size jet ski using
a solar powered
operating
system. This
requires no
mains power
on the pontoon
giving the
owners the ability
to trickle charge
the battery of

their jet skis for easy and constant use.
Angelo Siokos, CEO of Ultimate
Docking Systems, explains the rationale
behind the invention: “Single-rider
launching can be hard, especially
for smaller people like my daughter
who has been
extensively testing
the product to
gauge its ease
of use. We have
introduced a
product that takes
away the hard work
and allows people
easy access
to a fabulous
pastime. It takes
approximately
six seconds to
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and Cremyl Shipyard. Mitchells, along
with Seahouses, Lochinver Harbour,
Rochester Kent and Trafalgar Wharf
have 25 ton Sublifts. Parkstone Bay
Marina and Ardfern Yacht Centre have
invested in 40 ton units.
The Sublift is a patented submersible
hoist that launches and lifts boats on
slipways and moves them effortlessly
to and from water and cradle. Models
range from 12 to 90 tons. The 12 ton
model purchased by Wilsons Boatyard
(above) is the most popular in the
range. It is equipped with slings on two
pairs of hydraulic lifting arms that can
rotate manually to fit boat widths up to
4.8m (15.7ft).
E: sales@sublift.se
remotely launch and retrieve the
PWC.”
Personal watercraft are stored
under cover within the walk-around
floating lift that allows simple solorider launch and recovery, and
takes away the need for anti-fouling,
pushing the jet ski off a dockside or
trailer launching from a slipway. The
lift does not need to be permanently
fixed to the pontoon and can easily
be moved as it is light in weight.
The company will soon introduce a
follow-up lift for craft up to 30ft (9m)
in length. This will not only be aimed
at private users but also at marinas
and clubs where ease of use and low
maintenance launch and recovery
solutions are required by water users.
E: sales@ultimatedock.com.au
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SEEING IS

BELIEVING

Take a look at our ABC Certificate.
It shows our circulation has been independently
verified to industry agreed standards.
So our advertisers know they’re getting what they
paid for.
ABC. See it. Believe it. Trust it.
To advertise contact Julia Hallamjuliahallam@marinaworld.co.uk

SAFETY & QUALITY

HEAD OFFICE
www.livartmarine.net
livart@livartmarine.net

www.abc.org.uk
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IMI welcomes new award winners
The International Marina Institute (IMI), the training arm of the US-based Association of Marina Industries (AMI)
welcomed 12 new Certified Marina Managers (CMMs) and three new Certified Marina Operators (CMOs) in an award
ceremony at the 2019 International Marina & Boatyard Conference (IMBC) in January.
New CMO recipients are: Matt
Faucher, Beach Point Yacht Club,
Mamaroneck, NY; Trey Hayes III, The

New CMMs and CMOs have
completed both the Intermediate
Marina Management Course and
Advanced Marina Management Course.

Charleston City Marina, Charleston,
SC; and Dustin Bruce, Indian Harbor
Yacht Club, Greenwich, CT.

This year’s CMM recipients are:
Doug Mason, Sunset Harbour Yacht
Club, Miami Beach, FL; James Pickett,
Branford Yacht Club, Branford, CT;
Ted Schiafone, Oceanside Harbor
& Beaches, Oceanside, CA; Bill
Gauspohl, VIP Marina, Leander, TX;
Ray Fernandez, Bridge Marina, Lake
Hopatcong, NJ; Derek Roderick, Albany
Marina, Nassau, Bahamas; Joseph
Cangianelli, James Creek Marina,
Fairfax, VA; Scott Grindy, San Francisco
Marina, San Francisco, CA; Robin
McKeown, Queen’s Cove Marina,
Victoria Harbour, ON; Carrie VanDerra,
Reefpoint Marina, Racine, WI; Keith
Bellflower, Pensacola Shipyard,
Pensacola, FL; and Kris Shapiro, Cedar
Island Marina, Clinton, CT.

Composite Timber
Decking
ULTRA DECK RESIST
Available in
150mm x 3660mm

Harvest
Oak

Smoked
Ash

DURA GRATING MINI MESH
Available thicknesses:
14 mm, 22mm, 30mm and 38mm

ULTRA DECK ECO
Available in 2 widths:
146mm/295mm x 3660mm

Teak

Charcoal

Stone

Ultra Deck is the ideal alternative to traditional
wood and is long-lasting, environmentally friendly,
easy to install and requires minimal maintenance.

Resists
Load

Resists
Slips

Resists
Fire

Fibreglass Marina
Decking

Resists
Fade

Tel: +44 (0)1255 440297

Resists
Absorption

Resists
Stains

Resists
Expansion

Sand

Grey

Teak

Fibreglass Dura Grating offers superb anti-slip
properties and is ideal for pontoons, fingers, jetties,
entrance gangways, mooring pontoons and piers.

High
Strength

Email: info@duracomposites.com
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Green

Resists
Slips

Low
Quick
Maintenance Install

Resists
Corrosion

www.duracomposites.com
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Extra lift for HarborHoist
HydroHoist Boat Lifts has increased the capacity of its HarborHoist hydropneumatic boat lift to 25,000lbs (11,340kg).
Versatile, free-floating and
constructed for long life using impactresistant polyethylene tanks and an
aluminium frame, HarborHoist features
a self-levelling lift system for added
safety when launching and stowing.
It is compatible with fixed or floating
docks of all shapes and its hull support
system can be configured for
nearly all types of boats.
HarborHoist is easily
installed, safe to use and has a
low profile that doesn’t obstruct
shoreline views. It can be tied
to a dock or moored with a
conventional mooring system.
If rope is used, the unit can be
moved in places that are prone
to flooding or hurricanes.
Each unit is equipped with a
push-button controller, has nonskid walkways and operates
using standard 110 VAC power
or an 1800-Watt generator,
inverter or solar power system.
Canopies are available for
additional vessel protection.
“We have seen incredible
reception to smaller versions of
the HarborHoist we introduced
this year and received
immediate requests to increase

lifting capacity,” said Mick Webber,
CEO HydroHoist Marine Group. “To
meet customer demand we increased
the size of the product, maximised lift
capacity and increased the flexibility
of the types of boats supported,” he
confirmed.
E: sales@boatlift.com

Delayna Trease
Delayna Trease has joined HydroHoist
Marine Group (HMG) as director
of marketing. She has ten years of
experience in sales and marketing
and has played key roles in referral
development, marketing planning,
social media and web development
strategies.
“I am excited to
have Delayna on
the team,” said HMG
president and CEO
Mick Webber. “We
are in an aggressive
growth pattern
and Delayna’s
experience will
be pivotal in the
direction our marketing will take in the
coming years.”
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Ultimate
option for
looks and
lifespan
The ‘Ultimate’ – a vinyl-clad, steelreinforced concrete dock pile has
been introduced by Truline.
Driven using the same methods
and equipment as the company’s
long-lasting seawalls or bulkheads,
Ultimate offers tremendous
versatility and aesthetic options
in addition to requiring minimal
maintenance.
Available in three standard
colours of light grey, sand and beige
to match the seawall material and
create a neat and streamlined look,
Ultimate also comes with accessory
options such as lighting and
bumpers. Pipes for wiring can be
hidden inside the piles prior to filling
with concrete.
The system can also be pin-piled
in rocky soil conditions.
E: sales@truline.us
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Kerry Marriott, MDL Marinas head of
operations (central and Chichester),
has achieved her Certified Marina
Professional (CMP) accreditation
with British Marine and the Global
Marina Institute.
After
completing her
Advanced Marina
Manager’s
course in Athens,
Greece in
2018, she was
presented with
her professional
certification in January.
Marriott joined MDL in 2000 and has
forged her career from an administrator
to head of operations. Over the past 12
months she has been managing MDL’s
Hamble, Southampton and Chichester
Harbour marinas.

Everett Babbitt

24-hour
life-saver
Although established as recently
as 2017, Copenhagen-based PortSafety has established a valuable
niche in the waterfront safety sector.
Its LifeLadder product is now to
be found in 14 different countries
around the world.
Bright yellow in colour to ensure
visibility throughout the day and with a
solar powered ‘LightUnit’ that provides
visibility in the dark, LifeLadder is
the contemporary alternative to
traditional quayside wall ladders. It is
significantly lower in weight than older
styles, is easy to handle and install,
maintenance-free, and non-corrosive
due to its UV-stable synthetic modules.
The start-up is backed by industryrelevant investors and is led by a board
with maritime industry experience. The
aim from the outset has been to create
an innovative product that improves
safety at ports and marinas worldwide
and, as Port-Safety managing director
Kim Haaning points out, “LifeLadder
has the potential to save lives as it
makes the access to safety visible to
the person in distress both day and
night.”
E: info@port-safety.com

Everett Babbitt, CEO of Bellingham
Marine, is to retire on 31st December
this year. Following his retirement,
he will continue to serve as a
director of the company.
Babbitt joined Bellingham in 1984
performing a variety of roles until 2004
when he was named president and
CEO. He has expanded Bellingham’s
global reach and tripled annual
revenues. The company now claims
to build more
coastal projects
annually than
its competitors
combined.
“As with
many of my
colleagues, I have
been incredibly
fortunate to be able to spend my career
with Bellingham Marine,” he said. “I
believe our success is based on our
commitment to innovation, building a
superior product, serving our clients’
needs and hiring top talent.”
Bellingham Marine owner and
chairman, Joe Ueberroth, shared his
appreciation of Babbitt’s contributions.
“We have been extremely fortunate
to have Everett at the helm of our
company for the better part of the
last two decades,” he noted. “Having
him continue on as a member of our
board and available for special projects
provides our team with confidence that
we will take this transition in stride.”
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Mega Yacht Powerpoint

POWER

to Trust

Lighthouse Power Pedestal
One of our most popular units, the allpurpose Lighthouse pedestal has a wide
range of features.

Lighthouse-SS Power Pedestal
The Lighthouse-SS offers the same features
and options as the standard Lighthouse, but
is made with high quality stainless steel for
superior durability and performance.

Eaton Marina Power & Lighting
1-800-723-8009
www.marinapower.com

From the company that is known for its high quality
innovations, Eaton is the only company to offer a
self-contained dual-phase megayacht unit.

The Complete Solution
All Eaton Marina Power & Lighting power pedestals and
distribution equipment is UL listed. The UL certification
provides industry leading level of product safety your
customers demand and the peace of mind you expect
from Eaton. In business for over 100 years, Eaton
provides everything your marina needs for a safe, reliable and efficient electrical power system. Eaton offers
a complete electrical solution including:
•

Full electrical design services

•

Single source for electrical equipment

•

Eaton branded and trusted components

•

Installation through Eaton’s Certified Contractor
Network

•

Local supply through our distributor network

•

Superior customer service before, during, and
after purchase

Admiral-SS Power Pedestal
Truly the flagship of our unitized pedestal
line, the Admiral-SS possesses amperage
capabilities and receptacles to serve nearly
any size Mega Yacht.
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